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“Who Cares What Kumari 

Said!?!” Lawyers Close Whacky 

Kidnapping Case
November 6th, 2010 11:16 pm MT

By Brian Mori, Tucson Courts Examiner

 THURSDAY 11/4/10:

He said, he said, he said, she said but he couldn’t remember and she changed her mind.

The kidnapping and assault trial of Robert Ergonis climaxed like a soap opera script, or perhaps more like 

a pop-culture reality TV show, by the time jurors were dismissed to deliberate a verdict.

Ergonis, 46, is one of four people prosecutors said kidnapped 27-year-old Josh Conway in 2007 and held 

him at gunpoint, robbed and tortured him for about 8 hours. 

Conway’s dramatic kidnapping and escape received national attention when news broke his girlfriend, 

then a University of Arizona law student, model, and winner of several beauty pageants, was behind the 

plot. 
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Kumari Fulbright, 28, and two middle-aged male accomplices confessed to conspiracy and other charges 

in exchange for jail and probation terms a fraction of what they might have received had they been 

convicted by a jury.

Fulbright, Dave Radde and Larry Hammond each had to testify against Ergonis, the only one to stand trial 

and the mastermind, prosecutors said, behind the attack.

The attorneys made their closing arguments Thursday after a week-and-a-half of testimony.

Assistant Arizona Attorneys General Kim Ortiz and Mike Jette had a tough time enlisting their cooperation 

on the stand but told jurors each corroborated the basic facts of Conway’s accounts of the kidnapping.

“That was rough for Ms. Ortiz - having (Hammond) on the stand - because he couldn’t remember the lies 

he told three years ago,” Defense Attorney Paul Gattone told jurors. “But, he was supposed to do what he 

did, focus everything on Rob Ergonis.”

Ortiz introduced Hammond - who is dwarfed in size by the other men - in her opening statements as “the 

man in the wrong place at the wrong time.”

He testified he met Ergonis the day of the kidnapping while he was helping a friend do odd jobs around 

the defendant’s home.

He said Ergonis and Radde coerced him into helping kidnap Conway.

Ortiz had to read transcripts of Hammond’s many police interviews to jurors because he couldn’t 

remember his statements on the stand, even though he claimed he reviewed them before testifying.

 “They gave him police reports and statements and suddenly he knew all sorts of things,” Gattone said 

during defense arguments. “He remembered things conveniently he hadn’t told the police when he was 

arrested.”

Gattone established during cross examination of all three conspirators that each was given each other’s 

statements and police reports to read before completing their own.

Hammond never gave a full explanation why he went along the 8 hours Conway was transported from 

Fulbright’s apartment to Ergonis’ house, and then back again.

Hammond went to the grocery store more than once during the kidnapping.

“He’s got car keys and a car but no, Rob’s going to use his psyche power to bring him back!” Gattone 

horned sarcastically to the jurors. “He didn’t drive home, he didn’t drive to the other end of town. He drove 

right back.”

Jette said following Hammond’s testimony he did not consider Hammond’s lapses in memory as violations 

of his plea agreement.  

Gattone spent the rest of his closing reviewing Fulbright’s provocative statements on the stand.

“Everyone agrees Kumari was the instigator,” Gattone said. “We can’t forget this is Kumari’s plan.”
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Fulbright spent 6 hours combating with prosecutors Wednesday over her previous statements about what 

she observed the day of the kidnapping and reasons she believed Conway stole her jewelry.

The beauty queen told jurors she asked Ergonis to confront Conway about $16,000 in jewelry she said he 

stole from her.

“I agree with (Ortiz), we’re here because of a lie,” Gattone said. “Ortiz said it was one lie, I say there were 

several told in court.”

Fulbright said she regretted Ergonis was on trial because the kidnapping was her idea.

However she agreed with proseuctors that using guns, police restraints, and duct tape was not her 

suggestion.

“I don’t know if it was plan or improv. I wasn’t there,” Fulbright snapped at Ortiz during her testimony. “I 

don’t know if danger struck or what.”

Fulbright was in the shower when Conway was removed from her apartment, she and Radde testified.

She admitted to later beating Conway with books, a photo album, and biting him while he was tied up.

Conway’s ear was also cut with a knife, which Fulbright denied doing.

 “No one has said (Ergonis) tortured anyone!” Gattone exclaimed.  “This is supposed to be a robbery but 

there’s no proof they took any money from him.”

Conway also said an inexpensive pair of ear-rings were taken from his ears but couldn't remember who 

took them off.

Conway told police Ergonis spent a lot of time trying to calm down Kumari.

“Rob was a standup guy,” Conway confirmed he told police the night he escaped.

Conway told his captors he stole Fulbright's jewelry, which Gattone pointed to as gaps in his credibility.

“I was living moment to moment,” Conway explained to jurors. “I was going to say anything.”

Conway said his captors laughed when he described them as “The gang that couldn’t shoot straight.”

A year after the kidnapping, Conway was imprisoned in Massachusetts for possessing an un-registered 

fire-arm he said he bought at the advice of Tucson Police Detective Tom Harn.

Harn denied during testimony that he suggested it.

Judge Michael Miller prevented any testimony about allegations Conway sold Adderall and other drugs to 

Fulbright’s friends illegally.

“Supposedly all these people told the truth because they signed a piece of paper saying they would,” 

Gattone said winding down his arguments. “They signed the paper to save their behinds!”
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Gattone accused each of the confessed conspirators of capitalizing on their plea deals with prosecutors.

“(Radde) is going to get out and see his baby,” Gattone snickered. “Good. I’m happy for him.”

Jette delivered the state’s reubuttle argument.

“This case is not about Kumari Fulbright,” he began. "This is about the harm done to Josh Conway."

Jette told jurors not to abandon their common sense when deciding if the state met it’s burden to 

prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Ergonis committed kidnapping, aggrivated assault, and robbery.

“You come outside and everything is soaked,” he described in metaphor. “You didn’t see it, hear it, smell it 

or feel it, but you’re firmly convinced it rained.”

Jette reminded them Gattone never claimed the kidnapping didn’t happen.

 “(Gatone) makes it sound like this is some sort of intervention,” Jette said. “When you add guns, zip ties, 

a car to transport someone … it takes it from an intervention all the way to a kidnapping.”

He reminded jurors Fulbright never reported her jewelry stolen to police or her insurance.  

Conway admitted to selling between $2,000 and $3,000 in jewelry to a Mesa, Ariz. pawn dealer at 

Fulbright's request.

The pawn dealer confirmed the sale on the stand.

Jette explained the law does not allow people to restrain and assault those they suspect of theft.

Assault in Arizona does not require one person to touch another, merely to make them afraid.

“If Kumari told Rob to jump off a bridge, would he do it?” Jette asked rhetorically. “Who cares what Kumari 

tells anyone to do! … Rob Ergonis voluntarily acted of his own free will.”

Ortiz said she thought Fulbright was un-cooperative with the terms of her plea agreement.  

 The jury deliberated all day Friday pausing mid-day to ask the judge to clarify the statutes involved.
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